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Abstract

We propose a novel method to improve the efficiency
and quality of real-time rendering applications, Spatio
Temporally-Filtered Adaptive Shading (STeFAS). Utiliz-
ing Variable Rate Shading (VRS), a new hardware fea-
ture introduced with NVIDIA Turing graphics card micro-
architecture released in 2018, and properties derived dur-
ing Temporal Anti-Aliasing (TAA), our technique adapts
the resolution to improve the performance and quality of
real-time applications. VRS enables this kind of adapta-
tion of the shading resolution throughout the screen during
a single render pass. Our technique examines the color dif-
ferences over time to find a fitting shading resolution. With
each frame, this shading resolution is refined and adapted
to the color differences accordingly. In contrast other tech-
niques, STeFAS has very little overhead for computing the
shading rate. This is one of the reasons why STeFAS en-
ables up to 4x higher rendering resolutions while keeping
up the same performance or 4x better performance at the
same resolution. One problem with VRS is that varying
shading rates may introduce flickering artefacts into real-
time rendering applications. To alleviate these artefacts we
focus on their root cause and propose a technique that sta-
bilizes the shading rate. Our technique delivers more sta-
ble shading rates and reduces such artefacts significantly.
In some cases, it is able to completely eliminate them.

Keywords: Variable Rate Shading, Temporal Anti-
Aliasing, Stable Shading Rates, Real-Time Rendering

1 Introduction

There are high, opposing requirements for real-time 3D
rendering applications. While scenes should be visually
appealing and often realistic looking, frame rates of at
least 60 Hz for desktop applications, 90 Hz per eye for
VR applications have to be maintained. An additional fac-
tor are the increasing native resolutions of new devices,
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enabling the presentation of more details and images of
higher quality but at an increased performance cost be-
cause more pixel color values need to be computed.

NVIDIA’s Turing Architecture comes with a new tool,
Variable Rate Shading (VRS), to improve the performance
and quality of real-time rendering applications in an ele-
gant way. VRS allows to devote more processing power
to regions of the screen containing high detail features and
reducing the invested processing power of other regions,
showing little visual detail. This is achieved by an adaptive
resolution of the shading, the so-called shading rate. An
increase in resolution is enabled by supersampling shad-
ing rates, and a decrease with coarse shading rates. With
VRS the screen is divided into a grid with a tile size of
16x16 pixels and for each of these tiles a different shad-
ing rate can be specified. This specification is done by a
shading-rate image of the size of 1

16 in width and height of
the target resolution.

The challenge is to determine, which regions should be
rendered with a higher resolution and for which other re-
gions a lower resolution is sufficient. We propose Spatio
Temporally-Filtered Adaptive Shading (STeFAS), a tech-
nique for controlling the shading rate, achieving our set
goal of being generically applicable, so does not depend
on specific scene properties, delivers images of almost in-
distinguishable quality for many scenes and improves the
performance. By applying both supersampling and coarse
shading, our technique can improve the performance of
real-time rendering applications while producing images
of the same quality as without our technique or improve
the quality while keeping the same performance. STe-
FAS utilizes the frame-to-frame color differences to detect
over- and undersampled regions over time and adapts the
shading rate accordingly. In combination with an adapted
Temporal-Anti Aliasing (TAA) approach, previously un-
dersampled regions are sampled at higher rates to reduce
aliasing and improve quality, while previously oversam-
pled regions are rendered with a reduced shading rate to
save performance. An example with the shading rate over-
layed is shown in Figure 1.

Similarly to Content-Adaptive Shading algorithms,
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Figure 1: Example of our STeFAS technique with the ef-
fective shading rate displayed as an overlay. On the left-
hand side the legend ting the shading resolution and the
color code, is shown.

which are adapting the shading rate based on properties
present in the content of the scene, STeFAS faces tempo-
ral instabilities in the shading rate. These instabilities can
lead to artefacts of flickering colors, grabbing the attention
of the viewer. We propose a novel approach to efficiently
reduce these instabilities. For some scenes, we are even
able eliminate such flickering artefacts completely. By ap-
plying a modified version of TAA on the shading-rate im-
age itself, we tackle the problem at its root cause and are
able to stabilize the shading rate.

In summary, our contributions consist of:

• A novel approach for controlling the shading rate:
STeFAS, a technique that derives the shading rate
from temporal color differences.

• A shading rate stabilization method that is indepen-
dent from the mechanism that controls the shading
rate. It is able to reduce temporal artefacts intro-
duced by VRS methods susceptible to unstable shad-
ing rates.

• An efficient algorithm for VRS with STeFAS that is
easy to integrate into an existing pipeline. It includes
the steps for computing the shading rate image and
post-processing with an adapted TAA approach.

In Section 2 the background of VRS will be discussed.
Techniques based on VRS and TAA will be addressed, too.
In the Sections 3 and 4 we explain the theory of our
novel approach for controlling the shading rate and how
our method for stabilizing the shading rate works. In Sec-
tion 5 we detail the complete algorithm for integrating our
techniques and VRS with an existing rendering engine. Fi-
nally, in Section 6 we discuss the achieved results and con-
clude with Section 7.

2 Background

Ramamoorthi et al. [6] lays the theoretical groundwork for
reducing the shading resolution. They performs a gradient
analysis for lightning, shading and shadows and are able

to reduce the sampling while still preserving most of the
details of the scene.

He et al. [1] presented with their multi-rate shading a
concept that is pretty close to VRS. They state that frag-
ment shading computations use up to 95% of the compu-
tational power for rendering a frame in real-time graphics.
This highlights why techniques like VRS are advantageous
for the field of real-time computer graphics: It enables bet-
ter control of the area where we have most to gain. The
extended graphics pipeline proposed by He et al., reduces
the fragment shader computations per-pixel to a factor of
two to three. In comparison to VRS, multi-rate shading
performs rasterization on coarse fragments and then de-
cides in coarse fragment shading if a fine per-pixel frag-
ment shading is necessary. This leads to jagged images
and more aliasing as edges are effectively rasterized at a
lower resolution.

Ragan-Kelley et al. [5] propose extensions for mod-
ern graphics pipeline architectures that decouple visibility
samples from shading samples. This is achieved by ap-
plying a hash function after each visibility sample which
maps to a shading sample. The shading sample is cached
and reused for further visibility samples. With this hash
function, a many-to-one relationship between visibility
and shading is defined. This extension would allow ef-
ficient supersampling for motion blur, defocus blur and
also enables VRS. For example, with the hash function,
one could reduce the shading rate by mapping four visi-
bility samples to the same shading sample, or apply super-
sampling for visibility while keeping the shading rate at
fragment size, as Multisample anti-aliasing (MSAA) does.
With a hash-function, the shading rate can be configured
for dynamic morphologies of dynamic sizes and does not
have to be quadratic tiles of predefined size. This flexi-
bility comes with the disadvantage that the hash function
has to be evaluated for each visibility sample and is not
hard-wired as with VRS.

Very close to VRS is the proposed adaptation of the
graphics pipeline by Vaidyanathan et al. [7]. Like the
extensions developed by Ragan-Kelley et al. [5], their
method decouples the visibility samples from the shad-
ing. However, they already suggest a division of the screen
into tiles and define the shading rate for each tile. The
shading rate can be controlled either as interpolated val-
ues of vertex shader outputs, set as a constant value for the
whole frame or as a radial function in screen coordinates
for foveated rendering. The so defined coarse pixel size is
then quantized to the closest predefined shading rate and
the minimal size of all defined shading rates is taken as
size for a tile to meet the required shading rate. In con-
trast, with VRS one choose from a predefined set of shad-
ing rates and the shading rate is controlled by a shading-
rate image. Vaidyanathan et al. [7] also compensate for
visible shading-rate changes by scaling the texture LOD
with the coarse pixel size. This is handled similarly with
VRS: The hardware automatically chooses the right tex-
ture LOD level based on the shading rate.
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Due the novelty of VRS as a hardware feature for con-
trolling the shading rate of real-time rasterization render-
ers, there are few techniques utilizing it. Yang et al. [11]
proposes such a VRS technique that uses an error esti-
mate based on spatial and frequency analysis to specify
the shading rate. They estimate the error on a per-tile
basis for half and quarter shading rates. The thresholds
of the error estimate used to specify the shading rate is
based on a perceptual model using average luminance per
tile, environment luminance and a user specified parame-
ter. Their technique delivers 5 % - 20 % total frame time
reduction while pertaining a quality of above 90 % Struc-
tural Similarity Index Measurement (SSIM). However, the
performance increase and quality are heavily dependent on
the selected threshold parameter. With a higher threshold
the performance increases but the shading rate becomes
unstable. These shading-rate instabilities introduce tem-
poral artefacts grabbing the focus of the viewer. Their
workaround for this problem is to introduce two thresh-
olds to mitigate the effects if the predicted error increases
or decreases from the previous frame.

Another option would be to mitigate the temporal arte-
facts by post-processing effects, for example with anti-
aliasing techniques. The current state-of-the-art for anti-
aliasing techniques considering temporal effects, is tempo-
ral supersampling anti-aliasing (TAA) and was developed
by Karis [3]. In contrast to preceding methods, like the
one of Yang et al. [10], TAA only uses the previously re-
solved buffer for blending with the current frame, instead
of multiple subpixel buffers. The detailed process can be
viewed in Figure 2. In order to avoid clustering in space or
time, a low discrepancy progressive sequence is used for
the subpixel offsets, e.g, Halton sampling. Misses due to
re-projection, which would result in ghosting, are handled
by clipping the history value to the value of the current
frame. This clipping is performed not in Chroma but Luma
color space, as Luma has a high local contrast compared to
Chroma. TAA delivers high-quality anti-aliasing with sub-
pixel features at real-time ready performance rates. Never-
theless, it requires fine-tuning for the alpha and clamping
parameters to avoid ghosting and other artefacts. Addi-
tionally, a static scene with no moving camera might result
in flickering due to clipping.

Xiao et al. [9] combines coarse pixel shading with TAA,
utilizing a novel scheme for jittering the samples over time
to achieve a better distribution for shading and visibility
than with Halton sampling. Their approach profits from
the benefits of coarse pixel shading while mitigating the
reduction in quality introduced by it.

Previous Frame
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8

Halton Sampling Current Frame New Frame

Clipping

Reprojection

𝛼 1 − 𝛼

Figure 2: The main steps of TAA. Left in the bottom row,
the current frame is sampled at the next Halton sample.
At the top row, the previous frame is reprojected onto the
current frame. Next, still in the top row, a clipping space
based on the color values of the current frame is computed
and used to clip the luma values of the reprojected frame.
This image is then combined with the current frame by the
weight α . The result of this weighted average then gives
the anti-aliased new frame. Adapted from Karis [3].

3 Spatio Temporally-Filtered Adap-
tive Shading

3.1 TAA

TAA as described in Section 2 represents super sampling
over time. By altering the position slightly each frame and
blending pixels of previous frames with the current frame
a higher sampling rate is achieved and it is therefore an
anti-aliasing method.

To take motion into account, TAA computes motion
vectors pointing from the current frame to the previous
frame. These motion vectors are then used for a backward
projection to get the correct position inside the previous
frame. Due to perspective distortions and moving objects
these motion vectors are not always accurate and artefacts
of previously moving objects could be seen when their
color values are combined with the current color value
and their position has changed. These artefacts are called
ghosting. Karis [3] proposed a technique to reduce these
ghosting artefacts: clipping. By clipping the color values
of the previous frame before they are combined with cur-
rent color values, deviating color values, like they would
occur in ghosting, are avoided. The clipping factors ini-
tially proposed are in a range from the minimum to the
maximum values of the neighbourhood of the pixels of the
current frame.

The problem with clipping is that it not only reduces
ghosting artefacts but clips deviating color values in gen-
eral. If there is missing subpixel information due to under-
sampling, subpixels of different frames can deviate heav-
ily. Instead of combining the color values of these sub-
pixels to get an average of them, with clipping the sub-
pixel information from the previous frame is dropped in
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the next frame. This effect is comparable to an instanta-
neous impulse and introduces flickering artefacts as illus-
trated in Figure 3. In this example there are four subpix-
els. Three have similar dark color values and the fourth
is very bright. We first sample the top left subpixel and
receive a dark color value. Lets assume the previous color
value was dark too, so no clipping is performed. In the
next frame, we sample the deviating, bright subpixel. The
previous color value will be clipped to a range around this
bright color value. The current bright color value will be
combined with the previous, now brighter due to clipping,
color value. In the next frame, we again sample one of the
three similar dark color values. The bright previous color
value will be clipped to the current color value and we
will receive a combined darker color value. Each time, we
hit the brighter color value we can observe two transitions
from dark to bright and back to dark. The color is flick-
ering. Coarse shading amplifies the problem because with
coarse pixels spanning multiple pixels, the size of subpix-
els is as large as pixels and the chance of deviating color
values is higher.
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Figure 3: For pixels with non-homogeneous subpixel in-
formation, depending on the sampled subpixel, a different
color is computed. In the first row, the top-left subpixel,
marked red, is sampled. The color is dark, the historic
color is dark and, therefore, inside the clipping range. In
the second row, a bright subpixel is sampled. The his-
toric color is dark and therefore clipped to the bright color
value. In the third row, the sampled subpixel is dark,
and the bright historic color value is clipped to the darker
value. Whenever a subpixel with a diverging color value is
sampled, the effective color changes and the pixel flickers.

3.2 Theory

This flickering emerges from undersampling the color sig-
nal. This core understanding of flickering leads to our
method for controlling the shading rate, namely STeFAS.
The basic idea behind STeFAS is to adapt the shading rate

to the amount of color difference of consecutive frames.
For higher color differences, when clipping would occur,
the shading rate is increased to supersampling shading
rates. For smaller color differences, when color is inside
the clipping window, the shading rate is decreased utiliz-
ing coarse shading rates. In the first case, it is assumed
that the signal was undersampled. We therefore need to
increase the shading rate. In the second case, it can be
assumed that the color values were captured at the right
sampling rate and enough information is available from
the previous frames. For this reason, we can reduce the
shading rate and save performance.

The remaining problem is that due to coarse shading,
the TAA clipping region of minimum and maximum val-
ues of the neighbourhood is not representative because all
pixels inside the coarse pixel get assigned the same color.
A solution for this would be to simply increase the neigh-
bourhood for computing the clipping range. This intro-
duces a higher performance cost. Variance sampling, in-
troduced by Patney et al. [4] for foveated rendering, gives
a superior solution. By computing the first two raw statisti-
cal moments, instead of the minimum and maximum, and
deriving the mean and standard deviation better thresholds
can be defined that are less impacted by outliers. The clip-
ping factors are then defined by the mean plus/minus the
standard deviation. As statistical moments are linear quan-
tities they can be pre-filtered with mipmapping. The cur-
rent shading rate is used to select the appropriate mipmap
level.

With these new, statistically based, clipping factors
defining reliable thresholds and a better fitting clipping
window, the appropriate shading rates for the next frame
can be selected. If the color of the previous frame is out-
side the clipping window, it is very likely that the region
was undersampled or ghosting occured. In both cases we
should increase the shading rate. Higher color deviations
are linearly assigned higher shading rates. If the color
lies inside clipping window we can safely assume that the
color was sampled at the correct resolution in the previous
frames and the shading rate can be linearly decreased. At
the clipping windows border, the standard shading rate of
1x1 is assigned.

4 Shading Rate Stabilization

Shading-rate control mechanisms that base the shading
rate on the content of the scene, like the technique pro-
posed by Yang et al. [11], face the problem of temporal
shading rate instabilities. The reason for this is that the set
shading rate directly influences the content of the scene.
For example, pixel tiles of the size 4x4 could get assigned
a single color value if coarse shading is applied. This 4x4
pixel region is then presented as a homogeneous region
instead of, for example, a small color gradient. These
small changes in color could affect the next shading rate
and therefore the next shading rate is influenced indirectly
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by the previous shading rate. Temporal artefacts like flick-
ering occur.

Solutions for this kind of problem could focus on deriv-
ing more stable properties from the scene’s content. This
can be done by letting the set shading rate influence the
computation of the properties. Yang et al. [11], for ex-
ample, introduces two additional thresholds based on the
previous shading rate in their algorithm to define the next
shading rate. Our solution takes a more general approach
and could be used by any shading-rate control mechanism
facing temporal artefacts due to shading-rate instabilities.

Instabilities of the shading rate emerge from a lower
sampling of the properties computed to define the shad-
ing rate. With this understanding, we can apply a modified
version of TAA on the shading-rate image itself to do a su-
persampling of the shading rate over time. This approach
directly stabilizes the shading rate and is not dependent on
the properties or the algorithm to compute them.

In contrast to color, shading rates are discrete values
and, therefore, averaging of shading rates and then round-
ing them does not reduce temporal instabilities. Our mod-
ification of TAA is based on the assumption that if once a
shading rate indicating high details was detected we would
undersample these details by reducing the shading rate.
For this reason, we take the maximum value of the pre-
vious and current shading rate. This effectively avoids un-
dersampling but once a region requiring a high shading
rate is observed, this high shading rate would stay at it
forever and effectively disable VRS. In a natural scene, af-
ter some camera movements, all regions would be shaded
with the highest rate. We call this effect shading-rate
ghosting.

To resolve it we apply the clipping approach Karis [3]
used to recude ghosting to our modified version of TAA
too. By clipping the previous shading rate to a window
around the current shading rate we can alleviate this kind
of shading-rate ghosting. However, the clipping region can
not be defined with the neighbouring shading rates. The
reason for this is that the regions of shading rates with a
size of 16x16 pixels are too large and the same problem as
with averaging of the discrete values of the shading-rate
would occur. A stable shading rate with little ghosting can
be achieved by applying a preference for higher shading
rates as the clipping window. As a result, we define our
clipping window as the current shading plus two higher
rates as the upper bound and minus one lower shading rate
as the lower bound.

5 Algorithm

A high-level overview of our STeFAS algorithm including
shading-rate stabilization is depicted in Figure 4 (Issued
on the CPU) and Figure 5 (Issued on the GPU).

The first frame is rendered with the highest shading rate
by initializing the color-difference image to white. This
is equivalent to a maximal deviation from the previous

frame. Our algorithm starts by clearing the shading-rate
image to the highest shading rate to avoid artefacts from
previous frames. In the next step, the color-differences
image is scaled down to 1

16 of its resolution in x and y
direction to receive an average color difference for each
16x16 tile. Afterwards, a compute shader uses this scaled-
down color-differences image to compute the shading-rate
image. This shading-rate image is then set up for the VRS
pipeline and used during all subsequent draw calls. Fi-
nally, TAA is applied to the rendered image. During this
post-processing of TAA, the clipping distances are saved
in the color-difference image to be used for the next frame.

The compute shader derives a shading rate for each
16x16 pixels tile by dividing the color-difference space in
equidistant regions, each assigned a shading rate. Larger
differences are assigned higher shading rates and smaller
differences are assigned coarse shading rates as described
in Section 3. As we compute the shading rate from the
previous frame’s properties, we have to do a forward pro-
jection to get the new screen-space coordinates. This is
possible by computing the world coordinates of the pre-
vious frame using a backward projection as described
by Karis [3] for TAA. These world coordinates are then
transformed to the screen-space coordinates of the current
frame. These new screen-space coordinates are then used
to fetch the previous shading rate and stabilize the com-
puted shading rate as described in Section 4. In the last
step, the derived and stabilized shading rate is saved at the
new coordinates. Regions that moved or are not hit by the
forward projection due to perspective distortions are han-
dled by the clear shading rate, set in the first step of the
algorithm.

6 Results

As our technique affects the performance and the qual-
ity of the computed frames, our evaluation considers both.
We capture the average frame times of animations for vari-
ous configurations and two test scenes for the performance
evaluation. For the quality analysis we compute the SSIM
and the PSNR of frames at fixed positions of these anima-
tions. Hillesland and Yang [2] used these metrics to evalu-
ate the quality differences for their approach on VRS, texel
shading. Vaidyanathan et al. [7] used them for the evalua-
tion of a software implementation of a VRS.

The scenes used during the evaluation are displayed in
Figure 6 and Figure 7. The first scene consists of Crytek’s
Sponza1 and is often used for the evaluation of rendering
techniques. The second scene is custom and consists of an
island in the sea. Containing large flat surfaces and high
geometry details at the palms to be able to compare flat
and complex regions in a single scene. We used phys-
ically based shading, introducing high fragment shader
loads (about 970 SPIR-V instructions).

1created by Frank Meinl, modified by Morgan McGuire in 2014 and
by Johannes Unterguggenberger in 2018
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Clear Shading Rate Image

Scale Down Textures Containing Clipping

Distance from the Previous Frame

Compute Shading Rate Image Using

Property from the Previous Frame:

Clipping Distance

Draw Scene

TAA and Compute Clipping Distance of

the Current Frame

Figure 4: The high level steps of the STeFAS algorithm.
These steps are executed inside the render loop in each
iteration. In the beginning, the shading-rate image is
cleared. Then, the image containing the properties com-
puted during the previous iteration is downscaled and used
to compute the shading rate. Subsequently, the scene is
drawn using the computed shading-rate image. Finally,
the drawn image is anti-aliased using TAA and the clip-
ping distance for the next iteration is computed.

To provide a comprehensive comparison we used var-
ious sample count and resolution combinations. Our
used sample counts reach from 8x MSAA, enabling su-
persampling shading rates and, therefore, focussing our
VRS technique on quality, to more aggressive configura-
tions of 1x MSAA, utilizing only coarse shading rates.
Resolutions of 1920x1080, 2560x1440, 3840x2160 and
7680x4320 were used to give an insight how our technique
performs for all the currently used and probably in near fu-
ture usable screen resolutions.

All computations necessary for the evaluation were per-
formed on an Intel Core i7-8700k at a clock speed of 5.0
GHz, 16 GiB DDR4 3200 MHz memory and an RTX 2080
Ti at a clock speed of 1650 MHz featuring 11 GiB GDDR5
1750 MHz memory.

6.1 Quality and Performance

VRS provides supersampling shading rates and coarse
shading rates. Depending on the number of MSAA
samples configured, different shading rates are enabled.
Therefore, we use different sample configurations for the
evaluation. Figure 8 shows the performance in frame times
and the SSIM in percentage. The ground truth images for
the SSIM and PSNR computations were rendered at a res-
olution of 7680x4320 with 8x MSAA and VRS disabled.
Our technique is at least 33% faster in configurations uti-
lizing higher sample rates and focussing on quality. In the
performance-wise best cases, utilizing only coarse shad-

Derive Shading Rate from Properties

Forward Project

Stabilize Shading Rate with Previous

Shading Rate

Save Shading Rate to New Coordinates

1 2 7 9 8

2 3 5 7 8

7 7 7 1 6

1 2 7 9 8

2 3 5 7 8

7 7 7 1 6
2 4 5

0 3

1 2 7 9 8

2 3 5 7 8

7 7 7 1 6

Figure 5: The core steps executed in the compute shader
of our STeFAS algorithm. First, the shading rate is derived
from the clipping distance. In the next step, the coordi-
nates in the next frame are computed by a forward projec-
tion. Finally, the shading rate is stabilized by our TAA-
based approach and saved to the new coordinates.

Figure 6: The Sponza scene: Frank Meinl’s Crytek Sponza
model with detailed normal maps for each surface lit by
100 point lights and one directional light.

ing rates, we achieve four times faster frame computa-
tions. Alternatively, our technique enables the rendering at
higher resolutions, e.g. four times the resolution in x and
y coordinates, at the same performance levels of render-
ing at the lower resolution. For example, rendering with a
resolution of 3840x2160 and our VRS technique, we are
still 5% faster than rendering at a resolution of 1920x1080
without VRS. This effectively enables higher resolutions
while keeping the same frame rates. In terms of qual-
ity, the configurations focussing on performance delivery
SSIM values with a deviation of 5% - 11%. With the worst
case, rendering at a resolution of 1920x1080, SSIM values
of 83% are achieved by our technique while images ren-
dered at the same resolution wihtout VRS have a SSIM
value of 94%. At higher resolutions and increased sam-
ple counts, VRS STeFAS computes images very close to
the original with only a single percentage point difference,
e.g. at 3840x2160 with 8x MSAA or 7680x4320 with x4
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Figure 7: The Island scene: An island in the sea with large
flat surfaces and palm leaves consisting of geometry to
evaluate geometric aliasing.

MSAA. As expected an increase in samples for our VRS
STeFAS technique correlates with an increase in quality.
Our evaluation with PSNR values shows similar results as
with SSIM.
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Figure 8: Performance in frame times and quality in SSIM
depcited in a single bar chart. The filled color boxes rep-
resent the performance. The outlined boxes start at zero as
the filled color boxes and represent the SSIM values.

6.2 Temporal Artefacts

In Section 4, shading rate instabilities, the resulting arte-
facts and our proposed method to reduce them are dis-
cussed. While our method and TAA help to alleviate tem-
poral artefacts, they do not vanish completely. To show
this effect, we captured three consecutive frames at frame
times of 5ms. In Figure 9, one complete frame and ex-
cerpts of the three consecutive frames are displayed. Three

temporal artefacts are highlighted. We used a resolution of
1600x900 for these images to capture large enough regions
that show these temporal artefacts. With higher resolutions
or higher MSAA sample configurations, the artefacts are
reduced further and at resolutions of 3840x2160 we were
not able to detect them anymore. The reason for this might
be that these artefacts are aliasing artefacts and at higher
sampling rates, the signal is not undersampled anymore
even with coarse shading rates.

(a)

(b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Example of temporal artefacts occurring in the
Sponza Scene. The excerpt that is investigated is high-
lighted in (a) by a white border. In (b),(c) and (d), consec-
utive frames are displayed and three regions with differ-
ences marked by red circles.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed two novel techniques, one for control-
ling the shading rate in order to improving the perfor-
mance and quality of real-time applications, and one to
cope with temporal artefacts that is not only applicable
to our shading-rate computation technique but many VRS
techniques in general susceptible to these artefacts. Our
technique for controlling the shading rate exploits tem-
poral color differences, which, for example, can be de-
rived during TAA, to detected under- and oversampled re-
gions over time and adapt the shading rate accordingly.
With our STeFAS approach, we are able to achieve per-
formance improvements of a factor up to four depending
on the scene and configuration. These improvements en-
able higher frame rates, to for example keep the require-
ments of 90FPS for virtual reality applications, or higher
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resolutions to render at native 4k/UHD resolutions while
keeping high frame rates for real-time rendering applica-
tions. In terms of quality, with VRS STeFAS at the best
performance configurations, a deviation of a maximum of
11 percentage points in the SSIM index can be observed.
At higher quality configurations, the deviation shrinks to
one percentage point at the cost of performance improve-
ments, which shrinks from a factor of four to 33%. Our
temporal stabilization algorithm alleviates temporal arte-
facts due to unstable shading rates and successfully stabi-
lizes the shading rate. It is generally applicable and does
not depend on the selection algorithm for the shading rate.

Interesting challenges for the future will be advanced
temporal stabilizations of the shading rate and the rendered
image. As our eyes are sensitive to change and it cap-
tures our focus, changes due to aliasing should be as much
avoided as possible. Further improvements in TAA are
possible, like increasing the weight for previous frames,
and so deliver more temporally stable frames. However,
such an approach does not work well with moving objects
as ghosting artefacts would introduce even more notice-
able change. Another approach could be to find out the
correct sampling rate by saving previous color differences
and take the lowest shading rate with the smallest color
difference to get the best performance while not under-
sampling the color signal. This would increase the mem-
ory consumption and computation time required for the
shading rate image.

Another topic for future work can be the combina-
tion with other techniques. For example, motion-adaptive
shading, adapting the shading rate to the motion of the
scene, or foveated rendering, increasing the resolution in
the center of the focus of the viewer and decreasing it oth-
erwise. The challenge here lies in how these shading rates
should be combined. Simple approaches could focus on
performance by taking the minimum of both or focus on
quality by taking the maximum of both. More advanced
approaches are expected to deliver better results in per-
formance and quality or give a more fine grained control
between these two targets. Other combinations could be
thought of, as Microsoft has standardized a new version of
VRS for DirectX 12 which allows to control the shading
rate per primitive, as described by Rhyn, Microsoft [8].
The shading rate defined per primitive is then combined
with the shading rate image which allows completely new
approaches. For example, higher shading rates could be
automatically used for moving objects detected by motion
vectors.

In conclusion, VRS STeFAS represents a viable alter-
native to the few other VRS techniques and a chance for
advanced combined approaches. Our algorithm and stabi-
lization technique deliver a workable basis for all kind of
VRS techniques.
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